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The War The Infantry Knew
It’s not a surprise that many American veterans are highly
cynical about these wars. We are also conflicted about our own
service.
The Afghan War Took an Awful Toll. I Would Still Serve
Again.
Honor and Fidelity is the motto for a unique regiment in the US
Army known as the Borinqueneers, an all Puerto Rican unit. In
celebration of Hispanic Heritage Month, WESH 2 is introducing
viewers to a ...
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91-year-old veteran is member of unique Army regiment
known as Borinqueneers
India celebrated its Independence Day. Now the celebration of
“Azadi Ka Amrit Mohotshov” is going on to mark the 75 years of
independence.
Echoes of Sepoy Mutiny, 1857 in the Barak Valley
A failure to understand Afghan history, the country’s tribal
culture, its unfamiliar rugged terrain and an underestimation of
the Taliban’s faith, determination and fighting skills, combined
with the ...
Lessons from the Afghanistan Conundrum
To have free rein to fight without limit of time or treasure, our
establishment has discovered it can simply never declare formal
war.
The Sufficient Condition for Forever War is Never War
Britain, France, and Israel attacked Egypt in 1956 with the Soviet
Union threatening to respond with nuclear weapons.
How the 1956 Suez Crisis Nearly Kicked Off World War III
The second tower of the World Trade Center explodes into
flames after being hit by an airplane in New York, September 11,
2001. REUTERS/Sara K. Schwittek ...
20 years since 9/11: Defining images from two decades of
the 'war on terror'
Copy a link to the article entitled Share The renegade WW2
pilots who tried to end war as we know it on Facebook Share The
renegade WW2 pilots who tried to end war as we know it on
Twitter Share The ...
The renegade WW2 pilots who tried to end war as we
know it
Look through the post 9/11 archives of our staff photojournalists
and read the stories behind each sliver of history ...
L.A. Times photographers chronicle the effects of the war
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"The videos of the chaotic withdrawal of our troops and our
Afghan supporters has awakened the American public to a war
many had long forgotten. The public needs to take a hard look at
its role in the ...
Why I am angry over how the war in Afghanistan ended
On June 6, 1944, in conjunction with the naval landings of
Operation Neptune, the U.S. Army sent in two airborne divisions
to land behind enemy lines in Normandy, France, as a part of the
...
The Men And Guns Of D-Day: 101st Airborne Division
A refurbished American boat repelled North Korea at a pivotal
moment. Here's What You Need to Remember: As Pusan would
subsequently serve for months as the last foothold of territory
for South Korean ...
How a Used U.S. Navy Ship Saved South Korea in the
Korean War
“I knew where we were all the time and our speed and altitude.”
Eberhard is from Cleveland, Ohio. He joined the Army when he
was 17 and served with the 77th Infantry Division in the
Philippines during ...
Honoring the service of military veterans with a ride in a
WWII-era plane
Fort Bragg was on high alert in the days and weeks after the
Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks. Here are the reactions and Fort
Bragg's response.
'You can just feel the tension': 9/11, Fort Bragg and a
20-year war
Mexico revives today that distant call for independence against
New Spain, known as Grito de Dolores launched in 1810 by the
priest Miguel Hidalgo in the parish of that town of Guanajuato.
Every year, ...
Mexico revives today the Grito de Dolores
But we gave a fighting chance to the extraordinary women of
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Afghanistan
to maintain their fierce spirit and determination in
overcoming the Taliban.
Trevor Greene: Canada joins all the other nations that fell
in the sands of Afghanistan
Perhaps the best part of publishing a semi-autobiographical book
is reuniting with some of the real-life friends who inspired your
fictional characters — and not only remaining friends with them,
...
Friendships in war and peace
In his book, historian Philip Hatfield looks at how the Civil War
may have influenced the Hatfield and McCoy feudists.
‘The Other Feud” Looks At The Civil War’s Effects On
Hatfields And McCoys
Warhammer III may have been delayed until next year, but
Creative Assembly has just blown the lid wide open on the
strategy game’s biggest coup: being the first place to see a fully
fleshed-out ...
Total Warhammer 3’s Grand Cathay is here to defend the
world with cannons, giant golems, and dragons
Burns, the lead in the Marine Corps’ jazz band, to fashion a
homemade instrument that would become a part of combat lore
for decades to come. Back in the States the following year, a
newspaper article ...
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